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To all whom 'it may concern; 
Be it known that I, LEWIS W. HARDY, a 

citizen of the United States, residing in the 
city of Chicago, county of Cook, and State 
of Illinois, have invented a certain new and 
useful Improvement in Puzzles, of which 
the following isa speci?cation. 
This invention relates to movable block 

puzzles.‘ Its principal objects are to pro 
duce by simple means and 'at slight expense 
a durable puzzle which is not only highly 
entertaining, but instructive as well, and, 
which gives opportunity for the propound 
ingof a number of puzzling tasks of vary 
ing degrees of dit?culty as to solution. 
Figure 1 is a' plan view of the ?at movable 

blocks comprised in my invention, 1n their 
preferred arrangement, before one of the 
blocks is removed, con?ned in a ?at box of 
preferred construction, Fig. 2 is a plan view 
of the same blocks, in the same box, at the 
end of the solution of the most di?icult task 
involved in the solution of my puzzle; and 
Figs. 3 and {L a're plinviews of the same 
blocks (except the‘ one'removed at the begin 
ning of the game), in the same box, at the 
end ‘of some of the simpler tasks involved in 
the solution of my puzzle. 

Referring to the drawings, box 5 is a ?at 
box of a-depth preferably equal to the thick 
ness of blocks 6, 7, 8, and 9 all of which are 
of substantially equal thickness, preferably 
about F’. Box 5 as well as all of the blocks 
can be made of metal, wood, or any other 
suitable substance; but cardboard is ordi 
narily preferred. A suitable cover can be 
provided of the same material, the outside 
of which is preferably provided with a suit! 
able label, while its inside. offers a suitable 
place for the publication of instructions for 
the use of the puzzle. The cover, not being 
essential, nor requiring illustration, is not 
shown in the drawings. _ - 

The rims 10 ‘of the short sides of box5 
are preferably made of a width su?icient- for 
the printing thereon of letters, like A, B, 
C and D, or other suitable designations for 

' the four corners of the box, for use in give 

50 
ing instructions with reference to the shift 
mg of the blocks to the several corners.‘ 
The wi of these ‘rims is likewise of 
use in sti? and strengthening box 5. 
The inside 0 box 5 is made substantially. 

parallelovram shaped and adapted to make 
a reasonably close ?t for all of blocks 6, 7 , 8 
and 9, when assembled as shown in Fig. 1, 
but not close enough to bind. ' 

In lieu of a box a flat pasteboard or the 
like, with the area for the movement of the 
blocks marked oif by mere lines, might be 
used; though such?at board would be less 
convenient. 

Blocks 6, 7, 8 and 9 together are made to. 
substantially ?ll the inside area of box 5, in 
the following proportions. for each :——One 
'block (6) occupies one-?fth of said area, 
measuring preferably one-half ofthe inside 
width of box 5 one way, and two-?fths of its 
inside length the other way; four blocks (7 ) 
occupy each one-tenth of said area, measur_. 
ing preferably each vone-half .of the inside 
-width of box 5 one way, and one-?fth of its 
inside length the other way; two blocks (8) 
likewise occupy each one-tenth of said area, 
but measure preferably each one-quarter of 
the inside width of box 5 one way, and two 
?fths of its inside length the other way; 
four blocks (9)., ?nally, occupy each one 
twentieth part of said area, measuring pref 
erably each one-fourth of the inside width 
of box 5 one way, and one-?fth of its inside 
length the other way. ' - - 

In the preferred construction, shown in 
the drawing, wherein the inside of box 5 is 
one and one-quarter times'as long as its 
width, and all corners are rectangular, the 
above described distribution of area among 
the several blocks results in blocks 6 and 9 
being each square, and blocks 7 and 8 being 
of equal size to each other. This relation 
however is not-essential, as the puzzle can 
be worked about as well, and in the same 
manner, as in the preferred construction, if 
length and width of the inside of box 5 are 
of different proportions tha'n'l},t to 1. . Even 

- the corner angles of the box and blocks need 
not_ necessarily be rectangular, though it is 
decldedly preferable to have them so. 
Blocks 9 might even be made round. These 
iand similar deviations from the preferred. 
forms are intended to be covered as equiva 
lents. ' _ 

In all forms of construction In puzzle is 
operated by the removal of pre erably one 
of blocks 7 (which block therefore is not es 
sential to the puzzle) from box 5, and the 
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subsequent shifting of’ the relative position 
of the remaining blocks by sliding them 
about, without lifting or turning. Probably 
the most di?icult task to be accomplished in 
this manner, is such shifting of the blocks 
from the position indicated in Fig. 1 to the 
position indicated in Fig. 2, while easier 
tasks involve a like shifting from the posi 
tion indicated in Fig. 1 to those indicated 
in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. 
\Vhat I claim as my invention, and in‘ 

tend to secure by Letters Patent, is 2~ , 
1. In a movable block puzzle the combina~ 

tion of a suitably con?ned, substantially 
parallelogram-shaped ?eld for movement 
of the blocks, with ten movable blocks of 
dimensions substantially as follows: one 
block measuring one-half of the width of 
said ?eld one Way, and twoo?fths of its 
length the other way; three blocks measur~ 
ing each one-half of the width of said ?eld 
one way, and one-?fth of its length the other 
way; two blocks measuring each one—fourth 
of the width of said ?eld one Way, and two 
?fths of its length theother way; and four 
blocks measuring each one-fourth of the 
width of said ?eld one way, and one~?fth 
of its length the other Way. 1 

2. In a movable block puzzle the combina 
tion of a suitably con?ned, substantially 
parallelogram-shaped ?eld for movement of 
the blocks, with ten parallelogram-shaped 
movable blocks of angles corresponding to 
those of the con?ned ?eld aforesaid, and of 
dimensions substantially as follows: one 
block measuring one-half of the width of 
said ?eld one way, and two'?fths of its 

- length the other way; three blocks measur 
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ing each one-half of the width of said ?eld 
one ,way, and one-?fth of its length the other 
Way; two blocks measuring each one~fourth 
of the width of said ?eld one way, and two 
?fths of its length the other way; and four 
blocks measuring each one-fourth of the 
width of said ?eld one wa , and one-?fth 
of its length the other way. 

3. In a movable block puzzle the combina 
tion of a suitably con?ned parallelogrami 
sha d ?eld for movement of the blocks, 
witiieone parallelogram-shaped block cover 
ing-one-?ft-h of said ?eld; ?ve parallelo 
gram-sha ed blocks covering each one-tenth 
of said ?e d; and four parallelogram-shaped 
blocks covering each one-twentieth of said 
?eld- 1 

4. In a movable block puzzle the combina 
tion of a parallelogram-shaped box of suit-. 
able depth with a group of ten blocks which 

_practically ?ll nine-tenths of the con?nes 
60‘ of said box, said group consisting of three 

di?erentunits in size, each a divisional or 
multiple part of the other, all arranged as 
and for the purposes substantially as speci 
?ed. - 

5. In a movable block puzzle the combina 
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tion of a parallelogram-shaped box of suit 
able depth with a group of ten blocks which 
practically ?ll nine-tenths of the con?nes of 
said box, said group being composed of a 
major block and two groups of lesser size 
blocks, said lesser blocks being divisional 
units of said major block, all arranged as' 
anal for the purposes substantially as speci 
?e . 

6. In a movable block puzzle the combina~ 
tion of a parallelogramshaped box .With a 
group of ten blocks made to practically ?ll 
nine-tenths of the con?nes of said box, said 
group being composed of one major block, 
?ve half major blocks, and four quarter 
major blocks, arranged as and for the pur~ 
pose substantially as s eci?ed. 

7. In a movable bloc puzzle, the combina 
tion of a. suitably con?ned parallelogram 
shaped ?eld for the movement of the blocks, 
with a system of three groups of blocks; the 
blocks of each group being equal in shape 
and size to each other, but di?’erin from 
those of the other groups in constituting 
divisional or multiple units thereof, and the 
?eld being large enough to accommodate all 
of said blocks, and to furnish, in addition, 
space for movement of the blocks within the 
?eld by sliding shift. 
‘8. In a movable block puzzle, the com 

blnation of a system of more than two 
groups of blocks, the blocks of each group 
being equal to each other in shape and 
size, but constituting divisional or mul 
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_ tiple units of the blocks of the other groups, 100 
with a suitably con?ned parallelogram 
shaped ?eld, for the movement of the blocks, 
of such size as to accommodate all of said 
blocks, and to furnish just enough addi 
tional space to make possible the transfer, 105 
by sliding shift exclusively, within said ?eld, 
of the largest unit of said blocks to all por 
tions of said ?eld. ‘ 

_'9. In a movable block puzzle, the, com 
bination of a suitably con?ned parallelo- 110 
gram shaped ?eld for the movement of the 
blocks, wlth a system of three groups of 
blocks; the blocks of the ?rst group being 
of double the ‘size of the blocks of the sec 
ond group; the blocks of the third group be- 115 
ing of half the size of the blocks of the sec 
ond group; the blocks of the second group 
being in part disposed vertically, and in 
part horizontally, in the ?eld; and the ?eld 
being large enough to accommodate all of 120 
said blocks, and to furnish, in addition, 
space for movement of the blocks by sliding 
shift within the ?eld. 

10. In a movable block 
bination of a 
gram sha d ?eld for the movement of the 
blocks, wlth a. system of three‘groups of w 
blocks; the ?rst group consisting of a single 
block; the second group consisting of blocks 
half as large as the block of the ?rst group; 130 

puzzle, the com 
suitably con?ned parallelo- 125 
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the third‘ group consisting of blocks one for movement of the blocks by sliding shift 
quarter as large as the block of the ?rst within the field. ' 
group; the blocks of the second group being ‘ ' 
in part disposed vertically, and in part hori ‘LEWIS-‘W. HARD-Y. 

'5 zontally, in the ?eld; and the ?eld being In presence of- ‘ 1 
large enough to accommodate all of sand EDWARD I. BUCKLIN, 
blooks, and to furnish, in addition, space CHAS. M. PORTER. 


